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OneEQ is a full-service technology, planning and
operational consultancy committed to improving clinical
outcomes, operational efficiency, financial performance
and patient satisfaction.
Because we understand the pressure to deliver quality
care and improved outcomes at a time of shrinking capital
expenditures, our deep bench of clinical and engineering
specialists and technologists guide you through all
aspects of the project—from design to delivery to
installation. We help navigate the decision-making as well
as the budgeting process to create patient-centric healing
environments that blend next-generation technology
with proven, humanistic approaches.
OneEQ is a new name and a new look for us, but we’ve
been around for nearly three decades—a collaborative
team of professionals working across the healthcare
continuum, from inception through activation, to solve
our clients’ most intractable and complex challenges.

high tech. human.

OneEQ. High tech. Human.
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What We Do

Our Services

From the ever-expanding demands of technology to the central
importance of the patient, OneEQ brings the experience, the
expertise and the vision to drive tangible improvements in:

OneEQ provides a continuum of customized services to drive
optimum value and mitigate risk.

Clinical
Outcomes

Operational
Eﬃciency

Financial
Performance

Patient
Satisfaction

Medical
Equipment Planning

Logistics and
Turnkey Deployment

Construction
Administration

Multi-Year Capital
Planning & Budgeting

Procurement
and Analytics

$

Specialized
Consulting

From equipment planning, to procurement to construction
administration and deployment logistics, to design and
construction, we provide our clients with a single point of
contact—the OneEQ—and a full-service consultancy that drives
efficiency for every aspect of a healthcare organization.
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Our Impact
We understand our clients’ pain points—clinical, operational and
financial—and marshal our knowledge and expertise to enhance
the patient experience, drive improved outcomes and remove
inefficiencies. A few examples:

Reduce Cost
and Anxiety

Our comprehensive,
collaborative needs
assessment of this client’s six
cardiac cath/interventional
labs reduced equipment
costs by $1.3M and defined
an implementation strategy
that saved time, money
and anxiety.

With the looming opening date of
their new replacement hospital, a
multi-facility IDN tapped us to
fast-track a revised equipment
list as well as an equipment
procurement and installation
strategy. We delivered on time, in
full compliance and reduced the
equipment spend by $2.3M.

Increase
Accuracy

$

$

Speed to
Street

By leveraging automated assettracking technology, we streamlined
the procurement, handling and
installation of equipment for a 1MSF
replacement facility. The system
eliminated the need for unnecessary
gates and bureaucracy, reducing
project expenses by $150M, and
baked in future flexibility and
inventory control.
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What We Do
and Why We
Do It.
We’ve solved some of the biggest, most
intractable problems in the industry.
And we’ve done it for some of the most
demanding clients in North America. Our
continuum of customized services drives
optimum value, helps mitigate risk and gives
you a single point of contact throughout.

Select Client List
1.

University of California, San Francisco Medical Center, CA

11. Peel Memorial Centre, William Osler Health System, ON

2.

Stanford University Medical Center, CA

12. The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, PA

3.

Stanford Children’s Health, Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford, CA

13. Washington Adventist Hospital, MD

4.

Dignity Health Chandler Regional Medical Center, AZ

14. Kaiser Permanente Washington, DC

5.

Baylor Scott & White Health, TX

15. AdventHealth, Florida Hospital Orlando, FL

6.

Texas Health Resources, TX

16. Baptist Health South Florida, FL

7.

William P. Clements Jr. University Hospital at UT Southwestern, TX

17. The Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, ON

8.

University Health System, TX

18. Mackenzie Vaughan Hospital, ON

9.

University of Chicago Medical Center, IL

19. Calgary Cancer Centre, AB

10. Milton District Hospital, ON
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Get in Touch
Contact us to learn more about how OneEQ can transform your
healthcare organization into a human-centric,
future-focused facility.

Nik Fincher

Vice President
214 468 7684
Nik.Fincher@One-EQ.com

One-EQ.com

Ben Cheney

Senior Associate
214 468 7758
Ben.Cheney@One-EQ.com

For more information on our
services and approach, visit
www.one-eq.com to watch our
short video or scan our QR tag.
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